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Introduction. Let A be a compact metric space, and 2X be the col-

lection of all nonempty closed subsets of X. The mth homotopy

group MYlm(2x, A) for set-valued functions has been studied in [3].

By applying the results of [l], we will prove that if W(n) is the set

of all cellular subsets of 5" and pESn, then Mnm(W(n), p) is iso-

morphic to the ordinary mth homotopy group of Sn.

Let Im he the product of m closed unit intervals, and Bd Im be the

boundary of 7m. Each point xG7m is represented by x= (xi, • • • , xm),

Ogx.^1, i=l, • ■ • , m. Let IF be a nonempty subset of 2X and

AEW. We define rm(lF, A) to be the set of all upper semicontinuous

functions Fon 7msuch that for each xG7m, F(x)EW; and if xGBd 7m,

then F(x)=A. If F, GETmiW, A), then we say that F is J7-homo-

topic to G in Ym(W, A) it there is an upper semicontinuous function

77 on 7mX7 such that for each xG7m, 77(x, 0) = F(x) and 77(x, 1)

= G(x); and if xGBd 7"-, Ogjgl, then 77(x, t)=A. This ilf-homotopy
relation is an equivalence relation and hence divides the set TmiW, A)

into the equivalence classes. We denote the class of il7-homotopic to

F by [F]. For F, GGrm(lF, A), we define 77= F+G by

77(xi, Xi, ■ ■ ■ xm) = F(2xi, x2, ■ ■ •, xm)        if 0 g Xi g §,

= G(2xi — 1, • • •, xm)      if 5 g Xi g 1,

and [F]©[G] = [F+G]. Then [F+G] is independent of representa-

tives of [F] and [G]. The proof of the following is similar to that

of [3, Theorem 5],

Theorem 1. The set of M-homotopy classes in Tm(W, A) forms a

group MTlmiW, A) called the mth homotopy group of W with base A.

The zero element in Ym(W, A) is the constant function Fix) =A for all

xEIm, and the inverse of a function F is defined by F~1ixi, • • • , xm)

= F(1— x\, ■ ■ • ,xm).

Let S„ be an n-sphere. A subset A of Sn is said to be cellular if and

only if there is a sequence EOFO • • • of topological n-cells such that

A = nr_i Ek and A C interior Ekfor each ̂  = 1,2, • • • . Let Win) be the
set of all cellular subsets of S". Throughout we take Sn to be the unit n-

sphere.
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Lemma 1. Let X be Sm (or the quotient space SmXI/qXI, qESm),

G be a finite open covering 0/ X, and aEX. Then there exists a finite

open covering G* 0/ X 0/ order m (or m + 1) which is a star refinement

0/ G and the point a belongs to one and only one member 0/ G*.

Proof. See [2, Theorem V.l].

By applying Lemma 1 to the proof of [l, Theorem l], we obtain

the following:

Lemma 2. Let pESn and F be an upper semicontinuous /unction

on X such that F(x)EW(n) /or each xEX and F(a) —p. Then there

exists a single-valued continuous /unction g on X into Sn such that

g(x)ESn — F(x) /or each x£AT and g(a) = —p where —p is the anti-

podal point 0/ p.

We define Fm(S", p) to be the set 0/ all single-valued continuous /unc-

tions / on Im into Sn such that /(x) =p /or each x£Bd Im. Since each

point 0/ S" is cellular and continuous /unctions are also upper semicon-

tinuous, we consider each /EYm(Sn, p) as an element 0/ Tm(W(n), p).

Lemma 3. For each FETm(W(n), p) there is an element/EFm(Sn, p)

such that Fis M-homotopic to/in Tm(W(n), p).

Proof. Letr: 7m—>Sm be a single-valued continuous function which

carries (Im — Bd Im) homeomorphically onto Sm— {a} and r(x) =a for

each x£Bd Im. Let G(x) = F o r_1(x). Then G is upper semicontinuous

on Sm and G(x)EW(n) for each x£5m. Let g*: Sm-+Sn be a single-

valued continuous function which is provided by Lemma 2 for G,

and let g = g* o r and/(x) = — g(x). Then/£Pm(5", p). Now for each

bESn, let Jb: [S*-b]Xl-*Sn be defined by

Jb(x, t) = (-tb + (1 - t)x)/\\-tb + (1 - Q*||;

and we let H(x, t) = {J„(X)(y, t) | yEF(x)}. Then H is an Af-homotopy

in Tm(W(n), p) relating F to/.

Lemma 4.1//0,/iEFm(s", p) and His an M-homotopy in Tm(W(n), p)

relating /0 to /1, then there exists an ordinary homotopy h in Fm(Sn, p)

relating/o to /1.

Proof. Let qESm, X = SmXI/qXl, and a = qXL We define a

mapping r: 7mX7—»A" be a single-valued continuous function which

carries (7mX7 —Bd ImXl) homeomorphically onto X—{a} and

r(x, t)=a for each x£Bd Im and 0^/gl. Let T(z)=Hor'^z) for

each zEX. Then T is upper semicontinuous on X and T(z)EW(n)

for each zEX, and T(a) =p. Let g*: X-+Sn be a single-valued con-

tinuous function which is provided by Lemma 2 for T, and define
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gix, t)=g*or(x, s), Kix, s, t)={Joix,s)iy, t)\yEH(x, s)}, and

K(x, s, t)=K(rix, s), f). We define an ordinary homotopy h in

F^iS", p) by

hix, t) = Kix, 0, 3t) if0^t= 1/3,

= Kix, 3t - 1,1)        if 1/3 = t= 2/3,

= Kix, 1,3 - 3/)        if 2/3 = t= 1.

Then h: ImXI—>S" is a single-valued upper semicontinuous function

and hence h is continuous.

Theorem 2. MnmiW(n), p) is isomorphic to the ordinary mth

homotopy group IIm(5n, p) of Sn.

Proof. For each FEYm(W(n), p), let/GFm(5n, p) he an element

which is given by Lemma 3, and define X: MHm(Win), p)—dIm(S", p)

by X [F] = (J) where (/) is the ordinary homotopy class in F™(5B, p)

containing/. If G is a member of [F] and gEFmiSn, p) a correspond-

ing element for G, then/ and g are M-homotopic. Hence by Lemma 4,

/ and g are homotopic in F^iS", p). Therefore, X is well defined. Let

(/) be an element of IIm(5n, p) which is represented by /. Since / is

also an element of Ym(Win), p), there is an element [F] in

MTlmiWin), p) such that fE [F] and X[F] = (/). That X is an iso-

morphism follows from Lemma 4 and the definition of ©.
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